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The conference was orga.nized by G. looss (Nice), H. Kielhöfer (Augsburg) J.E.

Marsden (Berkeley) and .J. Seheude (Ha.n1burg). It was one of the bigger Ober

wolfach conferences. An nnexpectecl high ratio of people follo\ved the institute' s

invitation to this conference. In" fa.ct~ 111any n10re people asked to be invited, but

could not be considered.

The aim of the conference was to disc.uss recent and ne\v developments and tech

niques of the theory of dynamical systen1s, in particular bifurcation theory, that

are useful to analyze the dynamical behaviour of concrete model systems from

·various applied areas. Another issue ,vas the modelling aspect itself. Special

emphasis was given to inf1ni te dilnensional systems governed by infinitely many

o~dinary differential equa.tions. partia.l diffe~ential equations 01' differential delay

equations. Both dissipative a.s ,vell as conserva.tive (Hamiltonian) systems have

been considered. The methods \vhich ha.ve been discussed include asymptotic ex

pansions, Ginzburg-Lanclau technique, reduction by invariant manifolds, normal

forms, singularity theory, topological index theories, numerical path follo,ving al

gorithms, conservative simula.tion a.lgorithms. Many of the proposed techniques

employ syrnmetries of a prohlem. Also~ the usefulness of computer algebra to

handle such methods has been clen1onstrated.

Dynamical issues \vhich have heen addressed are, for instance, existence of global

attractors, existence of Ljapunov exponents, existence and stability of solitary

waves (pulses) and wave fronts, .colnplete integrability, homoc1inic and heteroclinic

bifurcation, bifurcation ~d stability of relative equilibria, preservation of nodal
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patterns, symmetry breaking, pattern selection, chaos, quasiperiodic transport,

and reconstruction from data.

Fina.lly, we mention concrete· systems and physical phenomena, models for which

have been discussed; double spherieal pendulum, vehicle dynamies, I(d\T-like equa

tions, water waves, vortex dynalllies, Couette-Taylor problem, Bernard problenl,

interfacial tension hetween miscible liquids, elastic rods, plates and shells, viscous

and dissipative effects in fluids anel elasticity, coagulationfragmention dynamies,

and the Cahn-Hilliard equation.

Abstracts

J. ALEXANDER:

Existence and stability of travelling wave solutions of fully diffusive

parabolic systel115

We consider existence anel stability of travelling wave solutions of the paraholic

system

Ut = Uxx + F(U) F(O) = o.

In particular, under standard technical assunlptions, if (*) achnits a linearly stahle

\vave solution 1l(~) = u(:l: - cf) which is asynlptotically oscillatory at ±oo( tJ.(~) ,....,

](±Re eia
±( as ~ ~ ±oo), then t.here is a.n infinite family of double travelling waves

(i .e. approximately two concatenated copies of u( ~)) Ui (x - Cit) with Ci --+ c. These

are alternately stahle and unstable. The argument consists of three parts:

I. General algebraic topological Inachinery for locating spectral elements.

11. Dynamical systems argtll11ent far existence.

III. More precise argument concerning eigenvalues near O.

S. ANTMAN:

Quasilinear Hyperbolic-Parabolic Equatiolls of Mechanics -

The quasilinear equation
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where [0:1] x (0:00) X IR.:1 (:r~y~z) 1-+ n(x~y,z) E IR. is prescribed~ governs the

longitudinal lllotion of a nonlinearly viscoelastic rod provided that

n: 2: const > 0 and n{x, y, z) ~ -00 as y ~ Q.

A ne\v set of physica.lly reasonable restrictiollS on the function n ensure that

'ws(s, t) 2: c(t) > 0 for all t > 0, so that the rod cannot suffer total compressions.

This estimate supports both a. global existence theory for initial-boundary-value

problems for this equations ancl a rigorous asymptotic analysis of the problem

describing' the 10ngitudinaiiTIotion of heavy lTIaSS on a light spring:

The reduced probleIn \vith E == 0 exhibits surprising effects. The lnuch Ill0re

complicated problem of the lTIotion in space of a rigid body attached to a light

nonlinearly viscoelastic rod is fonnula.ted, and the analysis of the reduced problem

is carried out. The results suggest that it is possible to describe a variety of large

snapping motions.

D. ARMBRUSTER:

Recollstructillg phase space fronl PDE siInulations

We propose the I(arhunlen-:Loeve decomposition as a tool to ~nalyze com

plex spatio-temporal structllres in PDE simulations in terms of concepts from

dynamical systelTIS theory. The h:uramoto-Sivashinsky equation ·and simulations

of I{olmogorov flow are used as exalnples. It is shown that the !(arhunlen-Loeve

decolnposition can extract stable anel unstable manifolds of. hyperbolic lin1it sets

and determines linear spanning spac.es for periodic,. qua~iperiodic, and chaotic

dynamics. It is showl1 for l<olnl0gorov flo\v that the strealn function data demol1

strate a low-dimensiona.l phase space dynamics of large scales whereas the vorticity

. data show an enstrophy cascade. A software package I(-L tool which allows to do

these a.nalyses in. an easy anel cont.rolled way is introduced.
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J. BALL:

Attractors for l~onlillear wave equatiollS

A simple proof is given of the existence of aglobai attractor in the energy

space X = HJ(f2) x L2(fl) for the nonlinear ,vave equation

Utt + ttt - ~tt + F'(u) = 0

ulan = O.

Here n c IRn is bounded and open with strongly Lipschitz boundary, and F E

GI(IR) satisfies the hypotheses _

F'(u) ;:=: -A for Ittl 2:: !(, where A < Al = first eigenvalue of-6
u

with DiricWet boundary conditions, and

IF'(u)1 ~ co(lul~ + 1)

IF'(u)1 ~ coexplj.'(u),

if n 2:: 3,

1P~~) -+ 0 as lul ~ 00, if n = 2.

The result is a slight technical itnprovenlent of previous result of Babin & Visih,

Arrieta, Cavaiho & HaIe, HaIe & Ra.uge!. It would work for growth conditions of

the type
IF'(u)1 S; co(luli'-l + 1)

F(u.) 2:: cl(lttli' - C'2)

with f S; n2~2 (and even for larger i under further hypotheses), were it drawn

that the solution of these equations (proved to exist, e.g. by the Galerhin method)

satisfy the energy identi ty.

The strategy of the proof is different from previous approaches, empIoying a

device for improving weak to strong convergence. A global attractor is a compact

invariant set that attracts bounded sets.

H.W. BROER:

Examples of quasi-periodicity and chaos, with dissipation

Persistant occurrence of quasi-periodic dynamies in non-conservative systems

is knwon to happen, provided that. external parameters are present. Although in

phase-space the quasi-pe,riodic dynanlics often has measure zero, in the parameter

space it projects to a set. of posi ti ve llleasure. Apart from the normally hyperbolic
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situation~ which includes fanlili('s of quasi-periodic a.ttractors~ also cases are of

interest where the nonllal behaviour bifurcates. Of this ,ve give hvo exalnples.

First ,ye consider a falnily of vec.t.or fields x = tu + Oelz!), Z = AZ + 0(lzI2)~ as

z -t 0, for (x, z) E T2 x(e anel paranlet.ers (-w, A) E IR? x<C. The O-terulS depend on

:t:. Generically, near Al = 0 invariant 3-tori brauch off from z = 0, \vith (quasi)

periodic or chaotic dynanlies. Sec.ond (with F. Takem) we consider SO(2, lR)

synlnletric diffeoDl0rphis111S on Tl x <C, w.1'. t. rigid rotation in the second factor.

The general fornl is (x, =) 1-+ (:r + 2rro + O(lzl), z(c eikx + O(lzl))), \vhere (o,c) are

paralneters - ll' diophantine. Now, for c near 1 invaria.nt 2-tori branch of, the

dynalllies in ,vhich has luixed spectn.uu.

F.H. BUSSE:

Tertiary and Quarternary States of Fluid ~low

Some fluid systems characterized by a. high degree of extemal symmetries

can be readily inve~tigated ,vith respect to sequences of subsequent bifurcations

through the use of broken synllnetries of the fluid flow. Of particular interest

are those systems like the Raylcigh-Benard layer and the Taylor-Couette system

in which bifurcation occur supercritically and the onset of time-dependence is

delayed. Various patterns of stea.dy tertiary states anel steady quarternary states

will be discussed. Of particular interest are three-ditnensional steady flo\v states

in the case of plane Couette ftow ,vhich does not exhibit a bifurcation from the

primary state.

J. CARR:

Coagulatiol1 ~aglllelltatiollDynanlies

The coagulation-fragnlentation equation describes the kineties of cluster gro\vth

in which clusters can coagulate via. binary interactions to form larger clusters or

fragment to form smaller ones. There are numerous applications of these equations,

varying from cluster fom1ation in galaxies to the dynamics of phase transitions in

binary alloys. This talk will focus on the role of fragmentat ion. These are two

classes of fragmentatio~. (1) \Veak fragmentation, which corresponds to situations

in \vhich surface effects are not inlportant: (2) Strong fragmentation, in which sur

face effects are not inlpol:ta.nt (e.g. polYlners). For case (1), all solutions conserve
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clensity but phase transit.ions lllilY occur. For case (2), there a.re bad solutiollS

which do not conserve density. Because: of these spllrious solutions \ve have to

restriet the dass of solutiollS. For this restricted class of solutions, the strong

fragnlentation acts as a dUluping luechanis111 and there are no phase transitions.

P. CHOSSAT:

Forced reftectional synlll1etry breaking of an O(2)-sYll1ll1etric hOll10clillic

cycle

Structurally stahle heteroclinic cycles have been observed in systems with e l

0(2) symmetry (e.g. I(uranl0to-5hiva.sinsky equation by Nicolaenko 88) and have

been studied \vith bifurca.tion techniques in the 1-2-mode interaction case by

Armbruster-Guckenheiluer-Holnles (88). Suppose a perturbation in the model

breakes 0(2) to 50(2). '~That does happen? '~Standard" techniques are not di-

rectly applicable, because there is a continuous group orbit of heteroclinic cycles

(a so-called h01110clinic cyc.le). 'Ve show that the problenl can be handled by

going to the orbit spaGe, and that generically the homoclinic cycle breaks to a

quasi-periodic flo\v on 30 2-torus.

P.G. C1ARLET:

Existence theory for two-diulensional shell equations

Using the same ideas as in arecent joint work with B. Miara, we show how

the ellipticity of the bilinear fann associated with either the model of W.T. !(oiter

or \vith the membrane model can be derived in a systematic way. The method of

proof relies on t\vo nlain tools: one is a lelluna due to J .L. Lions (which he used for

proving three-dimensional 1(orn' s inequality); the other is an "infinitesimal rigid

displacement lelnma", \vhich \vas proved in a joint work with M. Bernardou for

the Inodel of W.T. 1(oiter, anel in arecent \vork of G. GeymC?nat and E. Sanchez

Palencia for the menlbrane 11lodel.
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G. DANGELM.A.YR.:

Codhl1ension two bifurcations in (e = 4 )-representation of O(3)

Stationary bifurcations \vit.h sphcrical synlluetry typica.lly lead to reduced bi

furcation equat.ions that are posed in a. spac~ of spherica.l harnlonics of SOHle order

e. For eeven the generic bifurcation gives solutions with lnaxinlal isotropy sub

group \vhich are all unstable. Stahle brauches can only be detected in degenerate

bifurcation of codilnension t\VO 01' higher. In this ta.lk results of an analysis of thc

codimension-t\vo-bifw'cation for e= 4 are presented. Two branches \vith maxi

lnal isot~opy subgroups (octohedral group 0 and rotational group 0(2)) are deter

lnined \vhich undergo saddle Hode bifurcations and fm·ther secondary bifurcation

to branches with subluaxilnal sYluluetries D3 and D 4 • In c.ontrast to e= 2 these

subnla..~inlalbrauches are unbounded. 1\1oreover, there are tertiary bifurcations 1.0

solutions \vith lo\ver synunet.ry D 2 . Their stability could not be determined yet

c0111pletely and requires further analysis. Also the question of possible hetero~linic

cycles still has to be ans\vered.

vV. ECI(HAUS:

On water waves for Fronde nU111ber slightly higher thall one alld Bonds

nUlnber less than 1/3

V\fe consider the problen1 for y( ;L)~;r E (-00, Oe), solutions of the ODE

2 d4 Y (J2 Y 2 2 dy 2 d2 Y
€ -d4 +-/? -'y+y =6 P(Y'(-d ) '-d2;c).x ey- x x

For P == 0 it is a model problelll proposed by Kirchgässner and Anlick. For

E = 0 there exists a honloclinic orbit in the (y', y) plane which corresponds to a

solitary wave that tends to zero for lxi ~ 00. The quest ion .put forward by I{laus

I(irchgässner was, \vhether the solitary \vave still exists for 0 < c << l.

We first show that the perturhed luodel problem (*) indeed is a relevant discription

under conditions stated in the title. Next, using results of a companion paper

~'Singular perturbations of h0l1l0clinic orbits in IR4
", \ve show that for the model

problem the homoclinic orbit splits by an exponentially small amount. However,

we sho\v, that there exist perturbed problems \vith c2 P = O(e m ), m arbitrarily

large, for \vhich the orbit does not split (and hence a solitary \vave exists). Finall~,

in the case of splitting, \Ve const.ruc.t solutions which over very large distances are

approxiluated by the non-regular solitary ·wave with an exponentially small error.
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P. FIFE:

Cahn Hilliard dynanlies

The Cahn-Hilliard Equation, which arises as a model for phase changes in bi

nary alloys, generates a dynanlies opera.ting on vanous successive tilne scales. This

dynamics nlirrors the cOlnplex process of solidification of an alloy. It also generates

ll1any unsolved luathematica1 problenls. Recent progress will be reviewed.

P.M. FITZPATRICI(:

A Bifurcation Invariant for Fanlilies of Fredholm Operators and Topo

logical Degree

(joint \vork with J. Pejsachowicz ~ anel with hiln and P. Rabier)

If X and l~ are infinite dilnensional real Banach spaces, then <J?o(X, V), the

space of linear Fredholm operators of index 0 behveen X and Y, will be connected,

but not simply connected, if GL(_\, }.~) is contractible. In particular, this is so if X

is a Hilbert space, a Hölder space or a Sobolev space. An intersection index, the

parity, is assigned to each path in <po(){, }i~) with invertible end-points. Generically,

the parity counts, mod2, the intersection of the curve with the set of singular

operators.

The parity is used to describe a degree-theory far C2 nonlinear Fredholm

nlaps from ){ to Y, using a construction by \vhich the parity transports orientatian

behveen regular points of the luap f : _\ -. 1....

The most important propert.y of t.he degree is that there is an effective honl0

topy formula: no degree can he hOlnotopy invariant in this general set ting.

The parity of a. closed path is defined and is shown to be a free homotopy

invariant which coincides with the Atiyah-Jänich Index Bundle of the path. This

is useful for computating the parity. A bifurcation result for the zeros of nonlinear e
families parametrized by 51 is also discussed.

L.E. FRAENKEL:

The capacity of slender toroidal sets in lRN

The main result is a fornulla which, to a specified approximation, expresses

the electrostatic capa~ity of a. slender toroidal set in !RN, N ~ 3, in terms of .the
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logaritluuic capacity of its crnss-section. The cross-section is to be cOlnpact and

slna11, but need not be Coullccted or s111ooth. Vlhen the outer boundary of the

cross-section is pleasant (in a. certain precise sense) the capaci ty can be calculated:

in principle, to arbitrarily order in t.hc 5111a11 paranleter Ineasuring the slenclerness

of the toroidal set.

J.-M. GHIDAGLIA:

Estimates on the Lyapunov exponents for KdV like p.d.e.' s

• We ~how that the sunl of the 11"1. first Lyapunov exponents on the acttractor

is negative für sufficiently large 711 by using a time dependent family of norms. We

use the hamiltonian structure of the unperturbed probleIn.

M. GOLUBITSI(Y:

PlanforlTIs in two and Three DiIllensions

(joint work with Benoit Dionne)

When solving systenlS of PDE in two diInensions it is often assumed that the

solution is spatially doubly-periodic. The assunlption is usually made in systems

such as the Boussinesq equation 01' reaction-diffusion equation where the equation

have Euclidean invariance. 'Ve use group theoretic techniques to determine a

large class of spatially doubly periodic solutions that are forced to exist near a

. steady-state bifurcation fronl a translation-invariantequilibrium.

Typically, studies of this question begin by choosing a planar lattice type

(square, hexagonal etc.). Dur focus is different in that we attempt to find all

equilibria that bifurcate on aU possible lattices. We do this by looking only for

translation free solutions - solutions that have no nontrivial translations as sym

lnetry.

""'Te find the kno\vn solutions (roUs. hexagons (higher dimensional ones are due

to I(irchgässner) squares). '~/e find higher-dimensional versions of squares..

The corresponding pr9blenl has been sohred by Diolllle on the three-dimensional

Bravais lattices.

9
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J.IC HALE:

Transversality in periodic I-d parabolic systenlS

For the equation

'Li. t =U:J~ 1" + f (t ~ :1' , u. U x L 0 < x < 1,

f(t + 1,:r,u,v) = f(t,x,u,v),

and Dirichlet boundary conditions anel certain regularity properties on f, \ve show

the follo\ving theorenl:

If 7T f is the Poincare luap anel all fixed points are hyperbolic, then the stahle

and unstable manifolds of fixed points are always transversal.

After sho\ving that the recurrent set of 7r f is the fixed point set, this result

iluplies that hyperbolicity of fixed points is equivalent to Morse-Smale. In this

latter statement, we aSS111ne t.ha.t. .f is clissipative so that there exists a global

attractor.

T.J. HEALEY~:

Preservation of Nodal Structure in Global Bifurcation ProblenlS for

Elliptic Equations and Systenls with Synlllletry

(based upon joint with Hansjörg Kielhöfer)

We consider general classes of quasi-linea.r, second-order elliptic equations anel

diagonal systenls of such equations in the presence of symmetry. In particul~r, we

present generaliza.tions of the classical results of Cra.ndall and R.abino\vitz (for

nonlinear Sturm-Liouville eigenvall1e problems) to these problems as follo\vs: the

precise llodal set of a the" eigenfunction (of the linearization at the trivial

solution) is preserved along the associated global bifurcatillg solutions

branch. Dur results follo\v frOlll group-theoretic argluuents (relying crucially upon

the presence of reflection-inversion synl111etries) and a. subtle minimum principle.

For systelTIS we need stronger hypotheses (regarding the type of coupling) than we

require for scalar-valued equat.iolls.

10
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s. HEINZE:

H01110tOpy invariants for reversible periodic orbits

(with B. Fiedler)

For time reversible syst.en1s of ODE' s we associate to a sYllllnetric periodic

orbit an infinite sequence of invariants given by the degrees of the iterated half

period map. vVe give relations between these degrees involving the Floquet mul

tipliers. Vice versa \ve ean recover the Floquet-luultipliers on the unit circle from

the sequenee of degrees in nonresonant cases. For second order systelns we prove

the equality of the degree above and the Leray-Schauder degree.

Furthennore silnilarities to hau1iltonian systems are discussed and a reversible

I(rein signature is defined.

For reversible systenlS we applied these invariants in order to get loeal ancl

global bifurcation results.

P.J. HOLMES:

H0l110clinic Orbits for Eventually Autonolnous Planar Flows

(with C.A. Stuart)

We prove theorems giving conditions sufficient for the existence of homoclinic

orbits for two dimensiona.l, t.in1e-dependent vector fields whieh are autonolnous

for an sufficiently large values of the independent variable. We give applieations

to second order equations sueh as those arising in waveguide studies as well as

explieit examples whieh illustrate our assumptions.

G.I008S:

e· Solitary waves for small surface tension

(Extension of a work done with Ie IGrchgässner)

We eonsider the ease \vhen the Bond number is < 1/3 and the Freude number

is elose to 1(> 1). All bounded solutions belang to a 4-dimensional center mani

fold, the linearized part of the veetor field having a double zero eigenvalue (Jordan

blaek ef size 2) and a simple pa.ir of pure inla.ginary eigenvalues. 'Ve diseuss all 50

lutions given by the norn1al fonn. anel we give a geometrie :way to understand what

solutions persist, under the fnIl vector field (not truneated to the normal fonn).

11
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'Ve prove that. there exist 2 fcunilics fo reversible solut.ions~ honloclinic to periodic

solutiol1s. The falnily of periodic sohlt.ions (cnoidal waves) fonns a 2-dinlensional

Inal1ifold containing the origin (new 1'csult). The falnily of hon1oclinic solutions

tend to a lilnit when the lilnit.ing radius ·of the periodic solution diIninishes, but.

the open problenl is \vhet.her 01' not. this lilnit is reached for a 0 radius (in their

case there \vQulrl exist a solita.ry wave of elevation).

J.IZE:

Equivariant Degree

If a cOlnpact Lie group acts linearly on a Banach space, one luay look at

equivariant problenls and Illore particularly at bifurcation problenls of the fonn:

where both ternlS conlnlute wit.h the action of the group.

A conlplete classific.ation of the possible linear tenns enables one to give~

with the aid of the equiva1'iant .degree. necessary ancl sufficient conditions for the

equivariant bifurcation.

C.K.R.T. JONES:

Stability of Viscous Profiles

\liscous profiles are travelling wave solutions of conservation laws \vith added

viscosity. The viseosity "Sllloothsn out the shocks \vhieh oceur in physical problems

as discontinuous transitions between distinct asylnptotic states. Theil~ stability \vas

first established by r lin and Oleinik in 1956 by Inaxünlun principle methods. The

rate of decay to the \vave is significant. as it clescribes the phenon1enon of transfer

from spatial infonnation int.o telnporal decay. It. is sho,vn, in joint work with I(api

toln a.nd Gardner, that for a convex nonlinear tenn~ algebraic spatial deeay leads

to algebraic telnporal decay t.o t h(' viscous profile with apreeise eorresponding

rate.

12
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D.D. JOSEPH:

Uncompressible Iniscible liquids and gradient stresses

Simple mixtures of unconlpressible nliscible liquids are described by an equa

tion of state \vhich in the isothennal case determines the density as a linea.r ex

pression in the volume fraction of one of the constituents. The density of such

a lnixture changes with voltuue fract.ion so that the density of a sinlple Inixture

is not constant when there is diffusion. This lneans that the usual assumption

about the uncompressibility of such mixtures is false. A theory for such mixtures

is deve~oped which allows also for stresses due to gradients of the volume fraction.

When the gradients are large, at the border of freshly mixed liquids, the stresses

give rise to a singular force propertional to /DTi, \vhere t is time and D the

diffusion coefficient, which can he interpreted as transien.t interfacial tension.

H.B. !(ELLER:

Stabilization of Unstable Procedures

. Fixed point iteration of the form 1tn +1 = F(u n , X) with F : IRN
X IR ~

IRN can be used to solve a variety of problems, including for example steady

states of initial value problenls: aU/8t = G(1t, A). 'Vhen the procedure converges,

{Un(A)} ~ U(A), \ve construct. Cl good approximation to U(A + bA) and attempt

to continue in this Inal1ner. Ho\vever, as A varies the solution and procedure

may hecome unstable. It does so as a. result of a few eigenvalues of Gu(U(A), A)

having their ~eal parts cha.nge froln negative to positive, or equivalently sonIe

eigenvalues of Fu ( U ( A),.\) depart frolll the uni t disk, !{1 ( 0). "Ve show how to use

tbe same iterative procedure to construct a I(rylov basis for the unstable suhspace

and then project out the unstahle lTIodes. \~Te use a Lyapunov-Schmidt procedure

and Newton' s method on the unsta.ble subspace \vhile retaining the contraction

iteration on the stahle subspace. Exalllpies are given.

I<:. !<:IRCHGÄSSNER:

Dynanlies of Nonlinear Fronts

Nonlinear \vaves in dissipative and conservative systell1s generate their own

dyna.mics. A gauge tranSfnrlll is presented whi~h brings the original equations

13
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into a fonn which contains the' given \vave are an isolated steady solution. The

spaces to set the dynaulics in follow then in a natural way. For the case of the

!(01n1ogorov equation the long tilue asymptotics in described in some detail.

R.J.I(NOPS:

Behaviour of solutions to equatiol1s on the half-strip involving the min

inlal surface operator

An analogue of the Phra.glnen-Lindelöf principle is established to the equation

for the sUlface of constant nlea.n currature on the plane ha.lf-strip. The nlethod

clepends upon the derivation and integration of a first order linear differential

inequality and shows, for excunple, that the cross-sectional L2 norm of the solution

grows at least to the order I\·i as 1\.1 tends to infinity (where Ii] is the length

along the strip), 01' the solution in \veighted energy measure tends to that of the

corresponding equation over the c.ross-section. The decay is at most exponential.

Generalisations of the 111ethod are possible for the' equations of the minimal

surface, the meniscus 01' c.a.pillary~ and the thin extensible :6.1111, as \vell as for related

equations. Extensions to t.he half-strip in IR x !Rn, n 2:: 3 mayaiso be included in

the analysis, provided the cross-section is convex.

The \vork describes \vas done jointly \vith L.E. Payne.

R. LAUTERBACH:

Forced SYlTIllletry Breaking and the Spherical Brusselator

(with Mark Roberts)

In the first part we explain forced symnletry breaking in finite dimensions in

the context of spherical Syul111ct.ry. '\Te aSSUlne that we have a SO( 3) equivariant

vectorfield in !Rn. Assu1l1ing the existence of a nor1l1ally hyperbolic 1l1a.nifold IYIof e
equilibria we study the flow on a perturbed luanifold near M if the equivariance

of the equation is destroyed by aclding a small term which is equivariant only

with respect to a subgroup !( of 50(3). Our results consist of a description and a

construction part. The clescriptiol1 consists in detennining an invariant c0111plex

on the Inanifold together with possible flo\vs on this complex. In the construction

part \ve sho\v the existence of flows with various features.

The application to infinite dilnensional problen1s is nl0re difficult. Both parts

have 110 sünple extension to infinit.e dilnensions. Therefore we use a bifurcation to
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get a normally hyperbolic Inanifold of equilibria. Then we perturb the equation.

It is possible to compute approxiInations of the invariant complex explicitely and

therefore to discuss aspects of the flow on the perturbed manifold. In the last part

\ve apply these nlethods to the equa.tions of the spherical brusselator.

S. MAlER:

Syolmetry-breaking at Non-Positive Solutions of Seluilinear Elliptic

Equations

(joint \vork with Reiner Lauterbaeh)

We consider symmetry-breaking bifurc~tions at non-positive, radially sym

metrie solutions of senlilinear elliptic equations on a ball with Dirichlet boundary

conditions. For nonlinearities which are asymptotically a.ffine linear, we find solu

tions at which the symn1etry breaks. The kernel of the linearized equation at these

solutions will be an irreducible representation" of the group 0(11.). For this kind

of equation a transversality conclition is satisfied if the perturbation of the affine

linear problem is s111all enough. Thus \ve obtain, by· the equivariant branching

lelnma for instance, a great variety of isotropy subgroups of O(n) which occur as

syrrunetries of the bifurcating solutions brauc.hes.

J. MALLET-PARET:

An Estinlate for the Morse Sets of a Singularly Perturbed Deley Equa

tion

With Roger Nussbaum we study the singularly perturbed differential-delay

equation

E:i:(t) = -:1:( t) + f(x( t - 1)),

where x = 0 is an unstable fixecl point of the lllap f : IR ~ IR, and \vhere xf(x) < 0

for x ~ 0, and f : [-B, .4] ~ [-B, AJ für some A, B > O.

vVe establish the estitnate

lin1 inft-oe: 11:1: t 11 ~ c

for slo\vly oscillating solution:.; of (* L where I/:rdl :=: sUP-l::5e::5oIx( t+B)I, and G' > 0

is independent of small E. In dynalnical tenns this means

di"t(S]: {O}) ~ C
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where SI, is the Morse set of slo,vly oseillating solutions.

J.E. MARSDEN:

The dynalllies of the double spherical pelldulu111

(joint with J. Scheurle)

The double spherical pencluhlll1 is a meehanical system which has the circle

as its symmetry group. All of the relative equilibria of this system and their

stabilities, both in ternlS of the energy-1110nlentunl Inethod and spectral stability,

are described. There is a Ha,luiltonian transcritical bifurcation cf relative equilibria

as dimensionless system paralueters, depending on the mass and the length ratios,

are varied. In addition, we found. a Hanliltonian I(rein-Hopf bifurcation as these

paraJl1eters and the angular 1l1on1entllnl are varied. Also, a regularization ll1ethod

is proposed to study the dynanlies of the double spherical pendulum elose to the

straight-down state which has the fuH synlmetry of the circle and is therefore

singular.

A. MIELI{E:

Reductioll of PDE' s on dOlllains with several unbounded directiolls

•

In nlany applicatiolls one enc.ounters systems which have, in addition to the

time varible, one or more unbollnclecl space directions (cylinders, plates). If a spa

eially homogeneous solution becolnes unstable pat tern formation ean be observed.

Often it ean be deseribed by luoclulations of the alnplitude of the eritieal cross

sectional mode. Usually the ossociated 1110dulation equation is derived by multiple

scaling luethods and leads to singular perturbations. We try to give an alternative

approach using integrodifferential equations. _

A.s an exalnple we consider the Benard prahlen1 in an infinite strip.

lvI. PULVIRENTI:

SOHle Problell1s on the Vortex Sheet Dynaulics

The \Tortex Sheet Dynanlies is a subject of large interest in the applic.ations.

Th.e purpose of Iny tall~ is to give a review (short) of the vortex sheet dynalnics,
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its physical and lnathenlat.ical relevance, the connections \vith the \veak soltltions

of the Euler equation for inronlpressible flo\vs.

Finally I present arecent result concerning the convergence of a thin vortex

layer to tbe vortex sheet dynaluics, illustrating the relevance of tbis result in

numerical applications.

G. RAUGEL:

Wave equation with loeal danlping

(joint \vork .\vith· J.Hale)

For ao > 0, we consider the equation

(1) {
Utt + ß(X)Ut - lI. xx + O'otL = f(u) + G
~: = 0

in n = (0,1)
in an

where .f E C2 (IR; IR) satisfies

(2)
-. j(s)
111111 8 1_+00-- < 0'0

S

.- 'and- G E L 2(n). One further aSSUlues that ß is a continuous function satisfying

(3) ß(x) ~O, w = support ß contains a subinteval (a, b), a =f:. b.

We set: yl = BIen) x L 2(O). Let To(t) the solution operator on yl associated

\vith (1).

Theoreln. Assulue that (2) anel (3) hold, then To(t) is a gradient system, has a

global attractor A o in }~1 anel the w-linlit set of any point ('PI, 1/;1) in y~I is a single

equilibrium point .. If only (3) holcls, then the w-linlit set of any bounded positive

orbit in y~I is a single equilibritun point.

Extensions of this theorenl t.o thin t.wo-cliulensional domains are also given.

lvI. RENARDY:

Pattern Seleetion in the Benard Prohlenl for Viseoelastie Fluids

'\'e discuss pa t tern selec.tion in ehe Bcnard problem for a viscoelastic fluid.

Double periodicity of t.he solutions wit.h respect to a. hexagonallattice is assumed.

Both stcady and oscillatory onset of instabili ty are considerec1.
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J.A. SANDERS:

Conlputatiollal aspects of versal l10rnIal fornI theory

A description is given of a. 1\1aple program to compute the versal normal fonn

of a vectorfield 01' Hamiltoniau systenl af equilibri':lffi.

This involves Jordan' deconlposition (S + N) of the linear problem, Jacobson

Marozov exclusion (which :"1, Ar such that N, M and H form a SL(2, IR» and

computation of T S and t H .

An (explicit) algorithm is given to determine the normal form transformations

if the given system is in linear versa.l normal form, and if the versal parameter can •

be taken small. Using Gröbner normalform the final result can be written in terms

of invariants and equivariants of the induced group actions (of~· and SL(2, IR»).

D.H. SATTINGER:

Action-angle variables for cOlupletely illtegrable systems

(joint work \vith Richard Beals)

Action-angle variables are constructed to completely integrable systems gen

erated by an n x n first order isospectral operator. When n = 2 the flows are

linear on the scattering side: hut for 11. ~ 3, flo\vs \vhich are nonlinear in the

scattering data ll1ust be added for conlplete integrability. For the 3 wave inter

action, two flows are linea.r. and the third is generated by the nonlinear equation

w+csinw=O.

I{. SCHMITT:

Asymptotics for Solution Contillua of Sell1ilinear Elliptic Problems

We present results about the behavior of solution continua {(A, u)} of solutions

of semilinear equations

~'lt + Af(tt} = 0 in Sl (Sl bounded)

tt = 0 on an.

\vhose u-conlponent is positive and biflll"Cates to infinity. R.esults are discussed

for superlinear and sublineal' f. The 1110St detailed infonnati()n is available for f
of the form f( tt) = U + g( u L with 9 bounded. Here it is shown that for certain

18
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•

nonlinearities the asympt.ot.ics depends upon the dimension of n as \vell as its

geometry. Explicit fornlulae für the aSYluptotics are derived.

J.C. SIMO:

COllserving AlgoritlullS for N olllinear ElastodYllaluics

In the absence of externalloads 01' in the presence of symmetries (i.e., trans

lational and rotational i~lva.riance) the nonlinear dynamics of continuUln systems

preserves the total linear and t.he total angular InOlllentuID. Furthermore, under

.assumption nlet by all classical Illodels, the internal dissipation in the systenl is

non-negative. The goal of t.his work is the systematic design of conserving algo

r~thms that preserve exactly the conservation la\vs of momentum and inherit the

property of positive dissipation for any step-size. In particular, within th~ specific

context of elastodynalnics, a second order accurate algorithm is presented that

exhibits excact conservation of both total (linear and angular) monlentum and to

tal energy. This scheIne is shown to be anlenable to a completely straig~tfor\vard

(Galerkin) finite eleluent itnplenlentation and ideally suited for long-t~rrr~/large

scale simulations. The excellent perfOrIl1anCe of the Inethod r~lative to conven

tiona.l time-integrators is conc.lusively deluonstrated in nunl~rical simul~tions ex

hibiting large strains coupled with a large overall rigid motion.

1. STEVvART:

Hidden synll11e.tries in boundary value proble111S

Fujii, lvIimura, and Nishiura.. anel Armbi'uster and Dangelmayr, have ob

served that reaction-diffusion equations on the interval with Neumann boundary

conditions (NBC) can be viewed as restrietions of sinlilar problems with peri

odic bowldary conditions (PBC).This property changes, in a subtle way, the

generic behaviour of codiluension t,vo steady-state Inode interactions. There is a

straightfor\va.rd group-theoret.ic expla.nation: NBC can be interpreted under Eu

c1idean translations and 1'eflections~ posed on ll1ulti-clinlensiona.l reet angular do

Inains with either Netunann 01' Dil;ehlet boundary conditions. This structure

iinposes group-theoretic rest.rict.ions, whieh in turn iniply irivariant-theoretic re

strictions on Lia.punov-Sdlluidt reduced bifurcation equations. \~;e clescribe a fun

dcunental result: eiue to GOllles: Cl. description of the generic bifuration equations
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for mode interactions in this setting. vVe indicate extensions to hemispherical

domains (joint \vork with Field and Golubitsky), and discuss applications of the

ideas to specific problems such a.s La.p\\~ood convection in a porous block (joint

work with bnpey and Roberts).·

H. TRUE:

Bifurcations and Chaos in a 1110del of a rolling railway wheelset

We present the results of numerical investigation of the dynamies of a model

of a suspended wheelset in the speed range between 0 and 55 km/ho A nonlinear •

relation between the creepage and the creep forces in the ideal rail-wheel contact

point is used. The effect of fla.nge contact is modelIed by a very stiff spring with

a dead band. The suspension elements have linear characteristics, and the wheel

profile is assUllled to be conical. All other parameters than the speed are kept

constant. .

Both symmery and asynl111etric oscillations and chaotic motion are found. The

results are presented as bifurcation diagrams and time series. We apply' bifurcation

and continuation routines to support the calculations.

Finally \~le examine one of t.he chaotic regions with the help of symbolic dy

namics. The numbers of periodic solutions \vith integer period up to and including

20 are given.

A. VANDERBAUVvHEDE:

Global Shilnikov variables and h01110clinic bifurcation

One of the tools frequently tlsed \vhen studying homoclinic and heterocIinic

bifurcations are the Shilnikov variables, introduced locally near an equilibrium and

describing the orbits near such equilibrimu. We obtain a general result on global e
solutions passing nea.rby a. hpyerbolic equilibriunl; this result can be interpreted in

terms of what we call globa.l Shilnikov variables. We show on two exalnples how

such global Shilnikov va.riables ean be used to study bifurcations near a homocIinic

orbit; these examples are (1) period blow-ups in conservative systems, and (2)

bifurca.tion of homoclinics near a. given degenera.te homoclinic orbit. This second

example has codinlension 3 and finally leads to a Whitney umbrella describing the

pa.rameter va.lues corre~ponding t.o hOlTIOclinics. (Pa.rt of this work \vas done in

collaboration with Bernold Fiedler.)
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H.-G. WALTHER:

Two invariant 2-manifolds for a delay equation

Consider

x'(t) = -~x(t) + f(x(t - 1)) (Jl ~ 0),

i.e., the simplest differential equation for a system govemed by delayed feedback,

and suffering .losses.

Assume f is Cl, bounded (frOlll above 01' from below), and

xf(x) < 0 for x -# 0,

i.e. we have negative feedback ,vith respect to a single steady state. We present two

tesults on planar dynamics withiri the global attractor A, in case f is monotone:

1. If the steady state is linearly unstable then there is smooth invariant graph

W 3 0; dim W = 2; the boundary 1V\TV is aperiodie orbit.

An example is given where W = A.

2. Unstablesets of hyperb~lic.periodic.orbits in the most stahle setof the Morse

deeomposition of ..4 are annulus-like graphs, bordered :by 2 periodic orbits.

Examples with such hyperbolic periodic orbits are given. The 'Iatter is joint

work with A.F. Ivanov and B. Lani- 'i\layda.

B. WERNER:

Secondary Symmetry BreakingBifurcation

Given a r -equivariant steady state bifurcation problem 9..{~, A) = !l we are

interested in secondary hi.furcation as the result of an interaction of two bifurcation

points of different syrnrnetry. types by variation of a second control parameter. The

symmetry types are given by irreducible respresentations aand TJ of the group r
acting on .kernels.

Given a bifurcation subgroup r: c r for fJ we formulate interaction conditions

which involve decompositions of fJ and 1] into irreducible components considered

as representations of E. These conditions lead to secondary bifurcations on the

L-branch.

The praof is based .on a ntunerical con.cept of test functions for detection

and computation of hifurcation points. The results are illustrated by numerical
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computations for a hexagonal elastic rod systems with 21 degrees of freedom where

the dihec;lral group D6 is involved.

S.R. WIGG1NS:

Transport in Two-Dinlensional, Quasiperiodic Vector Fields: Applica

tion to Molecular Photodissociation

In this talk I will discuss the notion of phase space transport in two-dimensional,

time-quasiperiodic vector fields. The dynamics isgenerated by abi-infinite se-

quence of two-dimensional maps and I will show how from this one gets "time: e·
dependent" phase space stnlcture. In particular I will focus on the role played by

the geometrical structure of honloclinic and heteroclinic tangles.· The ideas will be

illustrated in the context of a single exanlple: the quasiperiodically excitedMorse

oscillator. This models the dynamics of tbe ~~bond stretch" in a. diatomic ,moleeule

subjected to multi-frequency electrorriagnetic radiation. I will show how questions

such as dissociation rates, probability of dissociation of a.state of specified energy,

and chaotic bond length oscillations can be naturally fonnulated as +'phase space

transport" problems which are mediated by the geometrical structure associated

with ahornoclinie taugle.

J.A. YORI{E:

Prevalence: A translation invariant "Ahnost Every" on iriftni'te dimen

sional space

(joint work with Brian Hunt anel Tim Sauer)

Let X be a Banach Space 01' Coo. We present a measure-theoretic condition

for a property to hold '~almost everywhere" on X. 1t is defined in terms of the

class of all Borel probability nleasures with compact support on X. The difference

between "generic" behavior and "prevalent" behavior is discussed.

'Berichterstatter: H. I(ielhöfer, J. Scheu~le
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